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Welcome to SPS SQL Saturday Cambridge! 

It is not without a sense of irony that this 

event has been dubbed “Civil War edition”. 

While the World looms towards ever 

greater conflict, internal divisions grow 

each day in America, and even here in the 

UK we await (or demand) the successful delivery of Brexit. 

The English Civil War was one of the many defining moments 

for the people of Great Britain, and Oliver Cromwell (possibly 

one of East Anglia’s most famous figures) and his New Model 

Army helped lead the Parliamentarian fight against the 

Crown. Their victory helped bring forward the idea that 

Parliament (not Monarchy) was the ruling power of England 

but even Cromwell is a controversial figure, and in some 

quarters is criticised by his armies treatment of the Irish 

people during their subjugation. 

But today we come together not divided, as friends who have 

different core technical focuses but a historical and future 

reliance upon each other. As time moves on, I believe the 

separation of duties between products like SharePoint and 

SQL will grow even fuzzier than it is today, and I would like to 

announce that specialisation is dead; and so (in my opinion) is 

on-premises computing. After nearly 10 years of using the 

Cloud (and an initial sceptic) I’m afraid the offerings are far 

too compelling to ignore any longer, and only cost (and some 
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ever diminishing regional legislative concerns) remain the 

only reasons to consider on-premises as the first choice 

solution. Microsoft need to learn from this and make Azure 

more affordable to everyone. I believe in time this will 

happen as more and more of us make the switch. 

But despite all the benefits of Cloud Computing I believe 

there are still some major challenges to be faced. Even 

though Microsoft have now embraced the Open Source 

community, I still do not think that they (or their 

competitors) have learnt the lessons of the past as they all 

strive for Global Cloud dominance. What is currently missing 

is a co-operative approach and compatibility to Cloud 

hosting and our move towards one Cloud provider appears 

(on the face of it at least) just as bad as the lock into one 

Hardware vendor over another. Imagine the day when we 

can very easily scale our applications, services and databases 

across Cloud providers and migrate or failover virtual 

machines (or SaaS offerings) in a second. Will an open co-

operative framework like this ever gain traction or will 

providers continue to try to outdo each other? I think it is 

time for a change in thinking and there *is* enough Pie to go 

around for everyone. 

Today there are an amazing selection of sessions to choose 

from and even though I believe on-premises is dead, it will 

be a very long time before most businesses could ever fully 
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buy into that reality. As such, you will find a huge array of 

topics and sessions on offer –from on-premises to even cloud 

microservices! Microservices such as Amazon Lamba and 

Azure Functions are (I believe) the future of all new serious 

software development and they deliver much of the promise 

of what Cloud Computing has to offer. Want to use Lamba for 

your microservices and communicate to Microsoft Cognitive 

Services to add intelligent decision making into your 

application? No problem at all. Need to scale up to meet 

demand? Absolutely. 

In the meantime while the “Serverless” technologies slowly 

gain traction (and as we attempt to make a move away from 

software lock in), containerised solutions are all the rage. 

Some industry experts such as Lynn Langit see and feel that 

solutions like Docker are really a distraction from the correct 

path towards Serverless, but there is no denying that they do 

provide a portability and scalability half-way house while we 

figure out where we want to go. 

Did I also mention that we’ve got a session on Containers on 

the schedule? 

Have a great day of learning and enjoy! 

@retracement 
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SQLSaturday Cambridge 2017 End of Day Raffle 

During registration you will have received your lanyard and name badge containing an 

area to register with up to 18 vendors. Simply walk up to a vendors, take their swag, 

their leaflets and have a chat about their products! Once the vendor is happy you have 

shown enough interest, they will stamp their square on your card.  

A stamp on your card will opt you into their mailing list and enter for their prize draw.  

At the end of the day all lanyards and name badges will be collected and drawn at the 

end of day raffle for each prize for those who stayed behind. 

Prize draw starts at 5:00PM in Cromwell! 

Event host SQLCloud has donated the following: 

XBox One-S with Forza Horizon 3 Bundle 

Amazon Fire TV with 4K Ultra HD 

Raspberry Pi 3 Starter Kit  

The following Event Sponsors are giving away the following prizes: 

Acceleratio/ SPDocKit/ SQLDocKit: mBot - educational programmable robot 

Skybow: Marshall Speaker 

dbWatch: iPad Mini 

Coeo: A free place on any Coeo training course, RRP £600 

edison365: Helicopter ride (lunchtime session prize) and a Fire TV Stick 

Pyramid Analytics: Amazon Echo 

Quest: Samsung Gear S2 Smartwatch 

DBPro/ SQLGovernor: Splash-proof JBL bluetooth speaker 

Redgate: SQL Toolbelt License 

Axioworks: Amazon Echo Dot 

Idera: $100 Amazon card 

Lightning Tools: Lego Technics Race Car 

SentryOne: SQL Sentry license and 1 year of support (worth $2994) 

Locke Data: R for Data Science: Import, Tidy, Transform, Visualize, and Model Data 

SharePoint Unite /BMM Media: A free pass to SharePoint Unite 2017 conference in 

Haarlem, Netherlands, on the 25th & 26th October.  worth €699. travel and hotel not 

included. 

https://sqlcloud.co.uk/
http://acceleratio.net/
https://www.skybow.com/
http://dbwatch.com
https://www.coeo.com/
http://www.edison365.com/
http://www.pyramidanalytics.com/
https://www.quest.com/
https://www.sqlgovernor.com/en/
http://www.red-gate.com/
http://www.axioworks.com/
https://www.idera.com/
https://lightningtools.com/
https://www.sentryone.com/
https://itsalocke.com/
https://sharepointunite.com/
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Team SPS SQL Saturday Cambridge 2017 

Mark Broadbent—”Lord Protector” @retracement 

Lorraine Broadbent—”Witchfinder General” 

Paul Hunt—”Charles I ” @cimares  

Andy Dawson—”Prince Rupert” @W4050 

Thanks also to our equally awesome SPS SQL Saturday 

Cambridge Event day volunteer team! Don’t forget to throw 

them in the lake and see if they float... 

Social Networking 

Take this opportunity to connect with your peers through 

social media and why not tweet during this event. 

For SQL use hash tags #sqlsatcambridge and #sqlpass and 

follow @sqlsatcambs for official event tweets. 

For SharePoint use hash tags #spscambridge and #spsevents 

and follow @spsatcambs for official event tweets. 

Make sure you post your comments and photos to the SPS 

SQL Saturday Cambridge Facebook page http://on.fb.me/

SXUWFY page after the event –you just might win a prize for 

the best one! 

https://twitter.com/retracement
https://twitter.com/cimares?lang=en
https://twitter.com/w4050?lang=en
https://twitter.com/hashtag/sqlsatcambridge?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/sqlpass?src=hash
https://twitter.com/sqlsatcambs
https://twitter.com/hashtag/spscambridge?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/spsevents?src=hash
https://twitter.com/spsatcambs
http://on.fb.me/SXUWFY
http://on.fb.me/SXUWFY
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Saturday, September 9th 2017 - Schedule at a glance part I 

Start Time Cromwell Fairfax Lambert Horton Devereux Gell 

08:00 AM Registration (30 mins) 
08:30  AM Bringing DevOps to 

the Database 
Steve Jones 

Database Corruption 
- Advanced Recovery 

Techniques 
Patrick Flynn 

What's new in Power 
BI Report Server 
Prathy Kamasani 

 

 

09:30 AM Welcome & Keynote (Cromwell)—Thomas Vochten & James Boother (30 mins)  
10:00 AM SQL Storage 

Fundamentals for 
Azure IaaS 
Bob Duffy 

Data Science 
Fundamentals 

Stephanie Locke 

A Masters view on 
Query plans and 

indexing 
Mikael Wedham 

Hiding data with SQL 
Server 2016 
Ivan Campos 

Big Data - Big 
Quality?  A 

governance round-
trip through the MS 

data platform 
Oliver Engels 

Creating Azure Data 
Factory Custom 
Activities Part I 
Paul Andrew 

11:00 AM Break (20 mins) 

11:20 AM Temporal Data in SQL 
Server 

Dejan Sarka 

Create Stunning 
Visualizations (with 

the help of R) 
Markus 

Ehrenmueller-Jensen 

Pro Techniques for 
the SSASMD 
Developer 

Jens Vestergaard 
  

SQL SERVER - Next 
Station Azure 

Jose Manuel Jurado 
Diaz & Juan Moreno 

Kerberos for SQL 
Server and 

SharePoint the easy 
way 

Dmytro  
Andriychenko 

Creating Azure Data 
Factory Custom 
Activities Part II 

Paul Andrew 

12:20 PM Break and switch to lunch time sessions (5 mins) 
12:25 PM SQL Server 2017 on 

Linux 
Martin Wild 
(Quest) Part I 

Consolidation of SQL 
Server environments 

made easy 
Per Christopher 

Undheim 
(DBWatch) Part I 

Query Performance 
Tuning - Common 

Patterns  
James Boother 

(Coeo) Part I 

How you learn to 
love large scale SQL 
Server consolidation 

projects 
Pekka Korhonen 

(SQLGovernor) Part I 

SharePoint Reporting 
and BI Hacks and 

Shortcuts 
Paul Gallagher 

(Axioworks) Part I 

 

12:55 PM Switch sponsor sessions (5 mins) 

01:00 PM SQL Server 2017 on 
Linux 

Martin Wild 
(Quest) Part II 

Consolidation of SQL 
Server environments 

made easy 
Per Christopher 

Undheim 
(DBWatch) Part II 

Query Performance 
Tuning - Common 

Patterns  
James Boother 
(Coeo) Part II 

How you learn to 
love large scale SQL 
Server consolidation 

projects 
Pekka Korhonen 

(SQLGovernor) Part II 

SharePoint Reporting 
and BI Hacks and 

Shortcuts 
Paul Gallagher 

(Axioworks) Part II 

 

01:30 PM Break and switch from lunch sessions (5 mins) 

01:35 PM Analyzing the impact 
of weather on 

English Premier 
League matches in 

Power BI 
Asgeir Gunnarsson 

An introduction to 
SQL Server & 

Containers 
Andrew Pruski 

SQL Server and XML 
Query 

Matija Lah 

Azure Functions and 
Automation: The SQL 

Agent in the Cloud  
Sam Cogan 

Azure Machine 
learning beyond the 
basics with Juypter 

notebooks 
Terry McCann 

DevOps for BI 
Minicon Part I 

Jens Vestergaard 

02:35 PM Break (15 mins) 

02:50 PM SQL Server on Linux 
Frank Geisler 

Columnstore killed 
the OLAP-Star? 

Niko Neugebauer 
& Gabi Münster 

Multi-tenant 
database 

architectures – from 
small scale to hyper-

scale 
Kennie Pontoppidan 

How to unlock value 
in your anonymized 

data 
Andreas Bergstedt 

Exploring Dark Data 
with SQL Server 2016 

and R 
Oliver Frost 

DevOps for BI 
Minicon Part II 

Jens Vestergaard 

03:50 PM Break (10 mins) 

04:00 PM So you installed R, 
now what? A journey 

through the 
Tidyverse 

Thomas Hütter 

Scripting tabular 
models 

Bent Pedersen 
 
 
 

Real-Time Reporting 
through the medium 

of Dance 
Simon Whiteley 

Effective Unit Testing 
for SQL Server 

Gavin Campbell 

SQL Server and 
PowerShell: Let's Get 

Serious 
Drew Furgiuele 

 

05:00 PM Sponsor Prize Draw (Cromwell—30 mins) 

05:30 PM SQLPint! 

SQL 

BI BA Cloud Developer DBA Sponsor Other  12 

 

Saturday, September 9th 2017 - Schedule at a glance part II 

Start Time Charles Rupert Langdale Lucas Hamilton 

08:00 AM Registration (30 mins) 
08:30  AM  Information 

Management in Office 
365 - Where do you 

start 
Randy Perkins 

 

Keeping up with the 
changes in Office365 

Marijn Somers 

Make Your Life Easier 
with Microsoft Flow 

Sandy Ussia 

 

09:30 AM Welcome & Keynote (Cromwell)—Thomas Vochten & James Boother (30 mins)  
10:00 AM Building an intelligent 

SharePoint Bot  
Rick Van Rousselt 

Building client portals in 
the real world 

Peter Baddeley 

Security & Compliance 
and Office 365 

Albert Hoitingh 

PowerApps & Microsoft 
Flow: Advanced 

Scenarios  
Ahmad Najjar 

 

11:00 AM Break (20 mins) 

11:20 AM Essential database 
administration skills for 

SharePoint professionals 
Thomas Vochten 

Cloud First: Be prepared 
Alan Eardley 

Getting up to speed 
with TypeScript 
development 

Elio Struyf 

Make your SharePoint 
Unbreakable: HADR 

with Always On 
Availability groups 

Serge Luca & Isabelle 
Van Campenhoudt 

 

12:20 PM Break and switch to lunch time sessions (5 mins) 
12:25 PM Rapid development of 

Business solutions on 
top of SharePoint 

Adis Jugo 
(Skybow) Part I 

Hear how the largest 
retailer crowdsources 

using SharePoint Online 
Ivan Lloyd 

(edison365) 

Visualise SQL data via data 
views & charts within 

SharePoint On-Premises & 
Online using Lightning Tools 

Brett Lonsdale 
(Lightning Tools) Part I 

SharePoint and SQL 
Server administration 

done right by SPDocKit 
and SQLDocKit 

Sara Klaric 
(Acceleratio)  Part I 

 

12:55 PM Switch sponsor sessions (5 mins) 

01:00 PM Rapid development of 
Business solutions on 

top of SharePoint 
Adis Jugo 

(Skybow) Part II 

7 ways of analysing 
queries with SQL 

Diagnostic Manager Pro 
Stephen Stout 

(Idera) 

Visualise SQL data via data 
views & charts within 

SharePoint On-Premises & 
Online using Lightning Tools 

Brett Lonsdale 
(Lightning Tools) Part II 

SharePoint and SQL 
Server administration 

done right by SPDocKit 
and SQLDocKit 

Sara Klaric 
(Acceleratio)  Part II 

 

01:30 PM Break and switch from lunch sessions (5 mins) 

01:35 PM Setting up your 
Developer environment 
and getting started with 

Microsoft Office 365 
Development 
Tiago Costa 

Exploring Identity 
management options for 

Office 365 
Paul Hunt 

Ensuring Successful 
Office 365 Tenant to 

Tenant Migration 
Chirag Patel 

The future of no-code 
and low-code solutions 

Adis Jugo 

Microsoft Flow 
Workshop Part I 

Daniel Laskewitz & 
Albert Hoitingh 

02:35 PM Break (15 mins) 

02:50 PM Getting notified by 
SharePoint with the 

Webhook functionality 
Elio Struyf 

Documents have 
feelings 

Stefano Tempesta 

Upgrading from 
SharePoint 2013 to 

SharePoint 2016 
Andy Dawson 

 
 

Training your 
organisation on 

SharePoint 
Marjin Somers 

Microsoft Flow 
Workshop Part II 

Daniel Laskewitz & 
Albert Hoitingh 

03:50 PM Break (10 mins) 

04:00 PM Power BI & SharePoint 
in the Real World 
Francisco Pelaez 

 
 
 

Branding Yourself for a 
Dream Job 

Steve Jones 

Overview of SharePoint 
Framework 

Gosia Borzecka  

What You Need to Know 
When Migrating 

Nigel Price 

 

05:00 PM Sponsor Prize Draw (Cromwell—30 mins) 

05:30 PM SharePint! 

SharePoint 

IT Pro Developer Business End user Sponsor Other 

http://sqlsaturday.com/viewsession.aspx?sat=162&sessionid=10954
http://sqlsaturday.com/viewsession.aspx?sat=162&sessionid=10954
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Future of Data Science on the Microsoft Data Platform 

Data science is everywhere and Microsoft's biggest bet for the 

future is AI: it's now bigger than "mobile first"! They're working 

to put analytical capability everywhere, especially in the data 

platform. But AI is dependent on us growing our data science 

capability first. 

The difficulty is knowing what this means for your 

organisation's future and, indeed, your own future.  

To do data science, What skills do you need? How often are 

you going to need to upgrade your systems or even completely 

pivot to a new one? What do you need to add to your company 

or IT department goals to stay relevant and competitive? When 

you start thinking about all the unknowns and uncertainty, it 

can seem pretty scary! 

The truth is that the likes of Microsoft are leading us in a 

direction we were already travelling. The past couple of 

decades have been spent marshalling our data into a usable 

form and getting information out there and into decision 

makers' hands.  

Continuing along that track is data science. It's taking all that 

nice data we've been collecting, and using it to make 

suggestions to decision makers, whether they're internal 

stakeholders or external customers. Yes, it uses new jargon. 

Yes, there are some new programming languages, but really it's 
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just another way of delivering value from our data. 

Not everyone needs to become a data scientist to deliver that 

value. We still need large numbers of people keeping this data 

available, high-quality, and remaining relevant. Data 

engineers will need to up their game, there is now more data, 

more tools, and much more demand...  

This isn't new though, is it? We're always on that quest to 

extract value and cope with change. We'll continue to do so. 

We'll work on adding data science to our capabilities, whether 

by doing it or, enabling others to do it.  

Data science may be a long road and undoubtedly there'll be 

some dead-ends, some frustrations, some duff tech -but it's 

the right road to be on, and it's going to be a super fun 

journey! 

Stephanie Locke is an expert in Data Science and R and is 

currently writing a series of books on R, the first of which 

titled “Working with R (R Fundamentals Book 1)”and is 

available for pre-order on Amazon via http://geni.us/

workingwithr 

http://geni.us/workingwithr
http://geni.us/workingwithr
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SharePoint, 18 months in Retrospect 

Cast your mind back to early 2016. The 

latest on-premises version of 

SharePoint was a long way into what 

was possibly one of Microsoft’s longest 

SharePoint Beta periods ever. The 

preview was announced in August 

2015 and General Availability was 

finally announced for May 4th 2016. For those enterprises that 

had fairly recently upgraded to SharePoint 2013, there was 

little incentive to migrate once more to what was on the 

surface, a very similar product. Some in the community even 

joked that SharePoint Server 2016 was actually SP2013 Service 

Pack 2 with some additional branding. 

The key focus change for the product however was its “Cloud 

inspired infrastructure”. Leaning heavily on its influences from 

Office 365, SharePoint Server 2016 brought new concepts such 

as zero downtime patching and min-role deployments. This 

coupled with the release of the Cloud Search Service for both 

2013 and 2016 heralded the push for a deeper integration with 

the cloud.  

The update model for SharePoint also changed with 2016, with 

the announcement of “Feature Packs” that would be used to 

introduce new functionality to the product. The cloud first 

approach became very evident here with Microsoft announcing 
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that features would surface first in Office 365 and then 

potentially arrive in a feature pack some time later in the 

development cycle. 

May 4th 2016 saw the first Future of SharePoint event on the 

launch day of SharePoint Server 2016, with Jeff Teper switching 

on the downloads for SharePoint 2016 and committing to a 

future for SharePoint on-premises. 

The May 4th event also focused on improvements to the Office 

365 elements for SharePoint with major improvements in the 

OneDrive for Business product following the very long-awaited 

updates to the file sync engine. New sharing abilities were 

announced along with iOS apps to access all of the OneDrive 

and SharePoint data that a user has access to, promoting truly 

mobile experiences along with the ability to have your 

“Intranet in your pocket!”. 

OneDrive had already seen the new ‘Modern’ interface and it 

was announced at the May 4th event that this would be 

coming to Lists and libraries, an announcement met with some 

trepidation by the community due to the lack of customisation 

options afforded by the new interface.  

Further announcements introduced PowerApps and Flow, the 

proposed replacements for SharePoint Designer Workflows 

and InfoPath forms as well as the new Developers experience, 

the SharePoint Framework. The framework focussing on client-
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side development aimed to de-couple the development 

experience out of SharePoint, reducing the need for 

developers to run SharePoint farms and introducing common 

web toolkits and frameworks to reduce the entry 

requirements for developers. 

12 months later, we saw the second SharePoint Virtual 

Summit on May 16th 2017. This event built on the success of 

the previous event, announcing even further changes to the 

SharePoint Online environment with the introduction of 

Communication Sites, improved OneDrive integration options 

for Windows Explorer. Deeper SharePoint integration with 

PowerApps and Flow brought the goal of replacing 

SharePoint Designer workflows significantly closer. 

The event also outlined some serious numbers, with more 

than 250,000 organisations and over 85% of the Fortune 500 

companies using SharePoint as part of Office 365. The usage 

of SharePoint had grown by 90%, with content growing by 

300% and the largest majority of users (60% of seats) being 

homed in SharePoint Online. 

There’s still some great improvements to be delivered, such 

as the improvements to OneDrive for Business in Windows 

10 with OneDrive files on demand. There’s also a lot of room 

for improvement in the ‘modern’ interfaces for Lists and 

Libraries but we’re starting to see these arrive. It’s almost 
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like the foundations have now been set, the structure is 

complete and it’s now time for the final fixtures and fittings to 

arrive. I think the next 12-18 months is going to be a very 

interesting time for SharePoint both on-premises and in the 

cloud and hopefully you will get a taste for the future today. 

Enjoy SharePoint Saturday Cambridge! 

Paul Hunt is an Office Server and Services MVP and co-

organiser of the London SharePoint user group. 

Battle of Naseby 1645 
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In-Memory technology in SQL Server/ the Microsoft 

Data Platform and beyond 

The current state of the Hardware 

development, where a lot of the CPU 

Cores and RAM (in the TB area) are 

available for an increasing low price, 

making even big servers with 64 Cores and 

2TB of RAM accessible for enterprises 

relatively cheaply. So If you want to start using/researching In

-Memory technology, you do not have to spend any extra 

money on dedicated memory, because starting with SQL 

Server 2014 (and In-Memory OLTP) you can leverage your 

existing RAM. 

In the Cloud PaaS (Platform as a Service) offering of the 

Microsoft Data Platform, the Azure SQL Database will give 

you some of the reserved memory for In-Memory 

Technologies usage. 

From the software side, Windows Server 2016 is capable of 

supporting up to 24 TB of RAM, allowing you to dream big 

and even into the future -encouraging you to move a 

significant part of your workload into RAM. 

Hekaton (aka In-Memory OLTP) engine was first introduced in 

SQL Server 2014, bringing In-Memory Tables –both persistent 

& volatile (aka Schema-Only) together with Natively Compiled 
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Stored Procedures, allowing us to develop different solutions, 

and address different types of modern performance 

problems. 

Columnstore Indexes are definitively not an In-Memory 

Technology, even though it has been extensively referred to 

as such in the past. The only part of the Columnstore Engine 

that requires to be In-Memory (completely) is at the moment 

of the Index Creation/Rebuild process is a Row Group 

together with its supportive structures, such as Dictionaries, 

Deleted Bitmap, etc.  A Row Group itself is an internal 

partition structure which can contain between 1 and 

1.048.576 rows of the data. 

The In-Memory Columnstore solution, available in SQL Server 

2016 and later versions as well as in the Azure SQL Database, 

are the real pedigree Columnstore technology that *is* 

guaranteed to be kept In-Memory  

In-Memory Tables can be very effectively used for the OLTP 

scenarios, especially where locking and latching represent 

significant problems for the performance improvements. 

Often Temp Tables & Temp Variables can successfully 

substituted by the Schema-Only In-Memory Tables. These 

very same Schema-Only tables can also be used for the data 

ingestion scenarios (think of IOT), where the speed of the 

data landing is essential! 
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Another usage scenario will be the original design reason for 

In-Memory OLTP in SQL Server 2014 -the Session State 

scenario, where the session information can be stored 

centrally in a database server, minimizing the infra-structure 

and maintenance. 

The In-Memory Columnstore is an implementation of 

Columnstore technology for the In-Memory tables, targeting 

HTAP Scenarios (Hybrid Transaction Analytical Processing) also 

known as Operational Analytics, where we want to analyze 

the OLTP information as closely as possible to real time. 

Currently we can use only the InterOp mechanism (T-SQL that 

is not using Natively Compiled Stored Procedures) 

successfully, and for some scenarios this will be enough. 

The SQL Server 2016 Service Pack 1 has brought the possibility 

to use In-Memory into Standard Edition (up to 32GB per 

Database) and Columnstore (Up to 32 GB per Instance will be 

held in the Columnstore Object Pool – a structure separate 

from the Buffer Pool) and in Express Editions (up to 256 MB 

per Database) and Columnstore (up to 256 MB per Instance). 

Azure SQL Database also supports the In-Memory OLTP 

features that can be found in SQL Server 2017. 

So lets talk about the future of the In-Memory Technology! 

If the hardware trends of cheap and accessible memory 
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continue (which is currently expected), then it is simply 

inevitable that In-Memory structures (such as indexes) will 

receive more and more investment from the Microsoft and all 

new features such as Temporary Tables will become more 

optimized and perhaps even automatically using In-Memory 

technology behind the scenes. 

I am also considering that the NVRAM (Non-Volatile Random 

Access Memory that persists permanently as every bit of 

information is written to it) will gain very rapid adoption by 

businesses, taking some significant market share out of the 

traditional storage and memory markets. Notice that SQL 

Server 2016 with Service Pack 1 and later versions already 

supports NVRAM for the production purposes and SQL Server 

2016 RTM (Release to Manufacture) even had this 

functionality hidden behind the Trace Flag (but was not 

supported for production environments). The SQL Server 2017 

release should bring more official and more extensive support 

for the NVRAM, which should be expanded with every new 

version of SQL Server. 

Because In-Memory Columnstore has not received any 

updates in the SQL Server 2017, I am looking with even more 

attention towards releases beyond SQL Server 2017. 

The basic limitations of the original In-Memory Columnstore 

release (non-alterable Schema, for example) should also be 
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fixed relatively quickly in 1-2 iterations and significant 

performance improvements should start appearing in the 

post SQL Server 2017 releases.  

The limitation of the natively Compiled Stored Procedures 

such as the inability to effectively use Batch Execution Mode 

of the Columnstore Indexes, should be removed relatively 

quickly in the future (2-3 iterations after SQL Server 2017), 

bringing the full experience of In-Memory solutions to 

Columnstore Indexes. 

Azure SQL Database will continue its expansion and inclusion 

of In-Memory Technologies, with In-Memory OLTP & 

Columnstore Indexes making it into all tiers of the Azure SQL 

DB offering in the near future. Since the extremely successful 

and ground-breaking release of the Service Pack 1 for SQL 

Server 2016, which democratized the In-Memory 

technologies for every SQL Server Versions including 

Standard and Express (but excluding the LocalDB) version), 

the pressure is now on Azure SQLDB to deliver the same 

seamless developer experience for the T-SQL surface across 

all tiers and offers in the cloud. 

There is some space left for a few of words on the Azure SQL 

DataWarehouse –the Azure Data Warehouse offering from 

Microsoft Data Platform. It is using Temporary Tables under 

the hood in the execution plans very extensively, while the 
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potential for automatic substitutation of “Schema-Only“ non-

persistent In-Memory Tables under the-hood is simply huge. 

Like for any other Microsoft Data Platform offerings, using 

Schema-Only In-Memory Tables, avoids involving physical IO, 

and since hard-disk has been historically the slowest element 

in the chain, migrating Temporary Tables to In-Memory 

Schema-Only can bring a huge improvement in the 

performance of the majority queries. 

I believe we can expect a huge jump in the adoption of the In-

Memory technology over the next 10 years and people will 

eventually lose their fear against using this “new technology” 

especially once Microsoft solves some of its most painful 

limitations! 

Niko Neugebauer works for an incredible company called 

OH22IS. He blogs & presents extensively on the Microsoft 

Data Platform at www.nikoport.com and runs the Portuguese 
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Sponsor’s Directory  

SQLCloud Hosts sqlcloud.co.uk 

Coeo Gold www.coeo.com 

Acceleratio 

SPDocKit/SQLDocKit 

Gold www.spdockit.com 

www.sqldockit.com 

DBWatch Gold dbwatch.com 

Skybow Gold www.skybow.com 

SQLGovernor Gold www.sqlgovernor.com 

Redgate Gold www.red-gate.com 

Pyramid Analytics Gold www.pyramidanalytics.com 

edison365 Gold www.edison365.com 

Axioworks Gold www.axioworks.com 

Idera Gold www.idera.com 

Quest Gold www.quest.com 

Lightning Tools Gold lightningtools.com 

SharePoint Unite Silver sharepointunite.com 

SQLSentry Silver www.sqlsentry.com 

Locke Data Silver Itsalocke.com 

Microsoft Community www.microsoft.com 

PASS Community www.pass.org 

http://www.nikoport.com/
http://sqlcloud.co.uk
http://www.coeo.com/
http://www.spdockit.com
http://www.sqldockit.com
dbwatch.com
http://www.skybow.com
http://www.sqlgovernor.com
http://www.red-gate.com/
http://www.pyramidanalytics.com/
http://www.edison365.com
http://www.axioworks.com
http://www.idera.com/
http://www.quest.com
lightningtools.com
sharepointunite.com
http://www.sqlsentry.com/
Itsalocke.com
http://www.microsoft.com/
http://www.pass.org
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Other Events 

SQLSaturday  

SQLSaturday events run all around the world from far flung 

locations suchs as Brazil or China to places nearer to home 

such as Lisbon or Cambridge. For more information, visit 

http://www.sqlsaturday.com/ 

SharePoint Saturday  

Come and join SharePoint architects, developers, 

administrators, branders, designers and IT Pros. 

SharePoint Saturday is FREE and open to the public, and is 

your chance to immerse yourself in SharePoint in the UK and 

other countries!  

For more events and registration visit https://spsevents.org 

SQLBits 

The largest of its kind in Europe, SQLBits runs annually and is a 

SQL Server centric conference. An announcement about the 

location of the next event is imminent and you can use code 

SQL-FE0961 to obtain a 5% discount. Visit www.sqlbits.com 

and watch for news. 
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We would like to say a very special 

thank you to the following: 

• All the sponsors, who through their kind donations 

and support have enabled SPS SQL Saturday 

Cambridge to happen again.  

• All the speakers who have travelled from all over 

Europe! They have given us their valuable time and 

expert knowledge to present incredible presentations 

at their own personal cost! Amazing. 

• You the audience! Without an audience there is no 

show, and your enthusiasm and participation make the 

effort of hosting events like these possible, worthwhile 

and rewarding. 

• The volunteers! Did things run smoothly today? Yes –

say thanks to the volunteers who gave up their time 

for free so you could have a great day. 

Without you all, SQLSaturday Cambridge 2017 could not (and 

would not) have happened. We thank you again 

unreservedly. 

http://www.sqlsaturday.com/
https://spsevents.org
http://www.sqlbits.com
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SEE YOU NEXT YEAR! 
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